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Despite the current climate of increased emphasis on standardized assessment, the need for a wide range of assessment formats has never been greater, and this demand has accentuated the need for new and innovative learning assessment tools. One of the greatest limiting factors of alternative or performance assessments is the increase in time and effort they require to process and interpret the flood of information that are often generated. The Mind Matrix is one effort to bridge the gap between learning and instruction with a networked computer-based, auto-scored, diagnostic assessment system (http://www.mind-matrix.org).

The Mind-Matrix is a two-part software system that implements a performance assessment format called knowledge mapping. The Mind-Matrix consists of both a client-side freestanding Java application and a complimentary backend application server. The Java-based knowledge mapping application will run on any computer that can run a Java virtual machine (JDK1.1.8). It is a stand-alone application that can communicate with the Mind-Matrix server. When used in conjunction with the Mind-Matrix server, the Mind-Matrix application is a flexible learning, instruction, and assessment system that provides valuable performance information to instructors and students. In this article, we present the theoretical background, the development context, and an overview of the most important features and capabilities of this software. In addition, we present the architecture of the software and discuss the separate software components that make up the overall assessment system. We conclude with a discussion of current work and ongoing efforts to improve and expand this learning, instruction and assessment system.

Theoretical Background

Knowledge maps are diagrammatic representations of semantic information. There are many kinds of knowledge maps and many names for very similar approaches: for example, concept maps, semantic maps, mind maps, knowledge webs, spider maps, etc. The common denominators of this family of semantic representations are nodes and links. In our work, knowledge maps are two-dimensional diagrams that use a spatial
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an arrangement of nodes and labeled directional links to communicate about concepts in a domain by specifying the various semantic relationships between those concepts.

The basic components of knowledge maps are nodes and links. Nodes represent concepts, facts or procedures. The links between nodes in a knowledge map represent the relationships between concepts (see Figure 1 for an example). A node-link-node connection forms a proposition.

Knowledge mapping has been used by various people as a research tool and as an instructional technique to facilitate or measure meaningful learning [1-14]. Meaningful learning is a constructive process and refers to the result of a person consciously anchoring new information to relevant prior conceptual understandings. Hundreds of research studies have been conducted that have used knowledge maps (reviewed in [1]). Most of these studies used knowledge maps as instructional interventions; far fewer have used them as assessment tools. Only more recently have they been considered as a format for assessment purposes.

Knowledge maps are recognized as an assessment tool because, some have suggested, of the potential to measure cognitive structure[11, 15-17]. Unlike similarity ratings and card sorting, knowledge mapping has gained considerable popularity in instructional settings. The reason may be because the process of constructing a knowledge map relates more meaningfully to performance [18]. The relationship between the process of constructing a knowledge map and the ability to perform, or use the knowledge represented are interrelated. Performance on certain kinds of cognitive tasks, like knowledge maps, is taken as evidence of the degree of knowledge acquisition and organization [4, 8, 9, 13, 15, 16, 18-20]. How knowledge maps should be scored is an area of active research [2, 3, 11, 13, 20-23].

A growing body of research exists surrounding the assessment potential of knowledge maps. Wallace and Mintzes [13] examined the use of knowledge maps as measures for exploring changes in cognitive structure related to instruction. Their purpose was to examine the concurrent validity of knowledge maps. They found that substantial and important changes were uncovered in both the complexity (number of valid propositions generated) and proposition structure (types of links used) of students’ knowledge representations using knowledge maps. Ruiz-Primo, Shavelson and colleagues [21-23] have examined knowledge maps and concluded that different mapping techniques provided different pictures of students' knowledge. Ruiz-Primo and colleagues found that approaches that require students to construct maps as contrasted with formats that only asked students to complete partially constructed maps, “… provide students with more opportunities to reflect their actual conceptual understanding…” and also better reflects the differences in student knowledge [22]. Evidence of the validity and reliability of knowledge maps as assessments have been reported in many content areas and at different grade levels [2, 3, 6, 8, 11-14, 16, 20, 22].
Development Context

Perhaps the single most important motivation behind our work with the Mind-Matrix is the desire to build a tool that will bring learning and instruction closer together by providing a bridge between the two. The framework of this bridge between a person who has in-depth knowledge of some subject area and a person who is actively seeking an understanding of that area is our Mind-Matrix knowledge map program. The mechanics of the bridge are automated assessment of the state of the student’s understanding. The Mind-Matrix knowledge map program is fundamentally an interactive assessment tool. As a student works through a knowledge map task, the system provides feedback and content-specific information that can help the student gain a deeper understanding. In addition, the student’s interaction with the mapping task is captured and made available in a variety of different summary and detail reports. These data can be invaluable to a teacher or to someone who is responsible for instruction.

Our work with knowledge mapping began in 1989 with the "Apple Classroom of Tomorrow" project (ACOT). The motivation at that time was to develop a content assessment format that could be integrated into a high technology project that would not be overly sensitive to linguistic fluency [24]. There was a large Limited English Proficient sub group in the ACOT pilot program population, and there was some concern that more traditional essay-type assessment would represent a barrier to these students. Our hypothesis was that a knowledge representation task does not require language fluency and would therefore provide students with an opportunity to render representation of content knowledge. The data were suggestive enough that we continued to develop and research knowledge maps as an authentic assessment format [25].

With the success of the World Wide Web and related technologies, our attention and efforts turned towards utilizing networked computers and distributed information sources to provide rich, integrated learning environments to students that embed assessment within meaningful tasks. A Department of Defense (DoD) supported project titled Computer Assisted Educational Training Initiative (CAETI) sought to pull together the best educational software and integrate them to the benefit of student learning. The CAETI project was the first time we tested a Java applet knowledge-mapping program in a classroom setting [4]. Our work has matured considerably since this early effort with Java. In addition, Java technology has matured. However, at some point we abandoned applets in favor of full applications. The quality and support for Java across the various Virtual Machines that were packaged with web browsers during the browser wars was too uneven to be able to ensure smooth operation.

More recently our efforts have been guided by the problems presented by large lecture hall university courses, for example, undergraduate life science genetics. At UCLA there are approximately 500 students who take this course each quarter. There are typically two sessions with one instructor for each. Such large classes present specific challenges to providing quality instruction that is sensitive to individual needs and differences. There is very little opportunity for interaction and feedback between instructor and students. In an effort to affect the character of the discussion sections of this course, we engineered our software to collect student performance information and report in a summary form these
data to teaching assistants. The goal was to inform the teaching assistants about weaknesses and strengths in student understanding and thereby affect subsequent discussions in the smaller discussion group settings.

Currently we are working with high school teachers to develop California State standards-based knowledge mapping tasks that closely fit their curriculum. We are working with social studies, math, and science teachers from a small district in southern California. K-12 public school teachers face unique and challenging problems. There is often conflicting pressures on them to improve student performance on standardized tests while managing efforts to provide authentic and meaningful learning opportunities in an increasingly technology-enhanced classroom. The Mind-Matrix software as it is presented and described below is being utilized and further refined in this context. In the following sections, we present an overview of the capabilities of this new software program.

Features & Capabilities

The Mind-Matrix Java application has two run-time modes: editor and student modes. In editor mode, one can author a knowledge map that can then be administered to students. When students interact with a Mind-Matrix knowledge map task, they are using the Mind-Matrix Java software in student mode. The difference between the two modes is the level of complexity and access to many features. In editor mode (see Figure 1), an author has unrestricted access to a full-featured vector graphics editor that includes the Mind-Matrix semantic information manager. The student mode hides a lot of unneeded complexity from the student and focuses their attention on the substance of the knowledge map task (see Figure 2). Accordingly, students who interact with a mapping task do not see all the vector graphics drawing tools, and many fewer controls populate the interface. The intent is to focus student attention on the concepts and relationships among concepts.

There are many ways to utilize the Mind-Matrix in instruction including allowing students to design knowledge maps of their own using the Mind-Matrix editor. However, the following presentation outlines our software from the perspective of a teacher or instructional designer who builds a knowledge map task and then has a group of students complete this mapping task. We begin with the Mind-Matrix Editor -- the software in author mode.

Authoring a knowledge map task begins typically with a reflection on the goals of an instructional unit. Guided by a clear idea of the information that one expects students to be able to accept and integrate into their own system of understanding, a knowledge map author begins by specifying a set of concepts (terms) and relationships (links). Lists of concepts and relationships can be typed directly into the Mind-Matrix software or can be imported from a text file (see Figure 3). The author then begins to place concepts onto the mapping canvas and to specify relationships among the concepts by drawing out links and selecting appropriate semantic relationships.
Once a map has been roughed out into a sequence of stages, the author can begin to specify and tailor various parameters of the mapping task. Figure 4 displays the "map properties" interface. Across the top are several tabs: Concepts, Propositions, Stages, Task, and General. Each tab consolidates controls for defining and controlling the behavior of the mapping task specific to that area of functionality. There is a list of all the concepts currently added to the map under the Concept tab. Each concept in a map can be a hyperlink to additional information either in the form of text that is displayed by the Mind-Matrix software or a URL that is passed to the browser on the student's computer. Any number of "hints," as we call them, can be associated to each concept. In addition, the order and timing in which these hints are accessible to students can be controlled. Hints can be tied to a particular stage or always-available forward from any stage. A set of hints can be sequentially or randomly presented to a student in response to each double-click event. All of these properties are grouped under the "Concept" tab of the "map properties" interface. Similarly, properties associated with propositions are grouped under the "Propositions" tab of the "map properties" interface.

A proposition in the context of a knowledge map is a semantic construct represented as a directional concept->labeled relationship->concept structure. Propositions are the underlying (semantic) structure of a mapping task. Concepts and relationships (links) define the raw materials that are presented to students who are asked to build a representation of their understanding by creating a set of interrelated propositions. Concepts and relationships define the boundaries of a mapping task; they are the substances of the task.

The set of propositions specified by a map author forms the scoring template. Propositions in a Mind-Matrix mapping task can have certain properties. The properties of a proposition in the Mind-Matrix are: sign (positive or negative), weight (0 - 1), required flag (Boolean), elaboration flag (Boolean), elaboration prompt text, and stage occurrence indicator. The sign of a proposition is a flag to indicate if the proposition is to be treated as a conception or a misconception. The weight of a proposition is the value that the proposition contributes to the overall quality of a map. In a Mind-Matrix task an author can have multiple relationships in the same direction between two concepts expressing different propositions. Each proposition can be variably weighted to affect the scoring and the awarding of more reward (points) to certain propositions over others. When a student interacts with a mapping task she is limited to selecting only one directed relationship between two concepts. If the elaboration bit on a proposition is set to true then if and when a student creates this proposition in her map she will be prompted to elaborate on her thinking regarding that proposition. The elaboration prompt can be specific to each proposition. Figure 5 shows an author-provided prompt, as it will appear if and when a student creates the proposition highlighted in the list of propositions. Student responses to elaboration prompts are collected and reported along with other performance data. The "required" property of a proposition is considered in the context of staging discussed below. All propositions that an author flags as required must be observed in a student's map in order that the student can progress to subsequent stages of the task. In other words, without creating all required propositions a student is not
allowed to move forward to the next stage. *This feature is mostly useful when a minimum criterion needs to be enforced.*

An important and central mechanism in the Mind-Matrix mapping software is staging. Concepts are introduced in manageable sets in stages. At the beginning of each stage students can be provided updated instructions or directives. At the end of each stage each student's map is scored relative to the author's map. Stages serve an important and multifaceted pedagogical purpose. Larger maps that contain more than 12 or 14 concepts can be intimidating and hard to complete. By breaking the task into more manageable chunks, a student's efforts can be focused and directed. In addition, staging allows for an opportunity to assess a student's work and individualize the task by drawing attention to any identified weaknesses.

The Mind-Matrix supports four stage-change policies (see figure 6). In many instances it is advantageous to allow a student to decide when to proceed to the next stage and thereby receive feedback on her performance. The default stage-change policy is just this -- "user decision." To move to the next stage in a mapping task a student must click on a button labeled "Go to next stage." In other situations, a teacher might wish to enforce more constraints on when a student can proceed from stage to stage. Each stage can be given a time limit. When that time limit is reached a student is moved to the next stage and his map is scored. The other two stage change policies are linked to performance: "quality level", and "completion level." If "quality level" is enforced then a student is allowed to move on to the next stage only when she has built a map that meets a minimum level (percentage) of agreement with the teacher's map. The "completion level" constraint will disable the "Go to next stage" button until all propositions tagged as required are present in a student's map. Several combinations of these policies are possible. For example, an author can decide that a student should move on to stage 2 either as soon as they are ready or after 10 minutes have elapsed. In this example, the author would select both "time expiration" and "user decision" for stage one. Each stage has its own stage-change policy.

Scoring is managed by the Mind-Matrix Java application. For the purposes of feedback to the student, discrepancies between the author's map and the student's map are highlighted at the end of each stage. Student attention is then drawn to those concepts and propositions most in need of attention. Concepts found to be weakest with respect to the author's map are painted red and given a distinctive pattern. Any propositions that are "misconceptions" are also painted red. Misconceptions are observed propositions in student maps that match a proposition in the author's map that has a negative sign. Elements that match the author's map are painted green and given a distinctive pattern. In between we recognize two levels of closeness to the author's map and paint concepts different colors/patterns accordingly. At the end of a stage, a student's map may contain only one or two (or zero) concepts that are painted red. The student is given instructions to focus attention on those concepts or proposition. In this manner a student's attention can be drawn to the weakest aspects of her map at each stage in the task.
System Architecture Overview

Figure 7 presents the process and overall architecture of the Mind-Matrix (see Figure 7). The two components of the Mind-Matrix assessment system are the Java application that runs on a user’s computer and the Mind-Matrix community server. Once a map has been authored (a .gvf file is created), it can be saved up to (registered with) the Mind-Matrix server and any number of tasks can be created using that map. A task is a map that is assigned to a group of students. Students can download the assignment file (.asn file), and once they have completed the mapping task they can save their data back to the Mind-Matrix server. By collecting student data to the Mind-Matrix server, we can generate summary and detailed reports regarding student performance. These reports are an important component of the overall assessment system. These reports comprise the way we hope to bridge student learning and teacher instruction. By providing teachers with these data regarding student performance (and indirect insight into student knowledge) we are trying to inform the teacher and thereby influence instruction.

The Mind-Matrix Java application is written in Java 1.1.8. The Mind-Matrix server is an application server and community web system developed using an http-based application server. The business logic of the Mind-Matrix server is written in the scripting language TCL [26-30]. The community functionality of the Mind-Matrix server is based on the Arsdigita Community System with extensions developed by us [31, 32].

Current Research and Development

The Mind-Matrix is a software product that has evolved from both applied and basic research. The Mind-Matrix is a project that began in its present form six years ago. The current version owes much of its polish to the demands of real-world applications. One area that is still a fundamental matter for basic research is scoring. We continue to investigate different approaches to scoring of student performance on mapping tasks. However, we have not yet established strong enough evidence in favor of any approach over the standard template pattern matching scoring algorithms [2, 3, 33].

Another area that we are actively pursuing is the reporting of summary and detailed information regarding student performance to teachers. As indicated in figure 7, the Mind-Matrix currently generates reports that list all propositions in the teacher’s map and the number of students who successfully created and missed each one. The numbers on these reports are hyperlinks to listings of additional information. In this way a teacher can "drill down" and see a listing of students who missed or created a particular proposition. Down at this level, these reports allow a teacher to email a subgroup of students additional information or feedback, and thereby provide tailored instruction that matches the state of each student’s understanding.

The Mind-Matrix server has several of these report types, but our experience to date is that these data are still too much for many teachers. We are beginning to experiment with more prescribed reporting to teachers. Our idea is to be more prescriptive and suggest i) what a teacher might do in terms of whole-class discussion, ii) what small groups the
teacher might form and with which students, iii) and what discussion topics or concrete exercise might be assigned to these smaller groups.

Our current work with teachers from a small school district in Southern California to create standards-based knowledge mapping tasks has been encouraging. We have seen teachers embrace the basic functionality of the Mind-Matrix knowledge map editor program and create simple maps. Mastering the software has been relatively easy to accomplish. Mastering the art of developing tasks that balance insight and critical information with detail and in-depth supplemental information is challenging. One tendency that we have noticed among high school teachers is to be detailed and inclusive of too much content. Another encouragement has come from the elementary school-level. Students from 2nd and 3rd grades have had no trouble interacting with and completing map tasks.

On the technical side of development, we have been working on a new version of the Mind-Matrix Java application that utilizes Java2. Some of the new and exciting capabilities that we are refining include constructive shape geometry that will allow for irregularly shaped nodes. In addition, Java2D will bring with it much more in the way of graphics and animation support. We expect to make available the Mind-Matrix 2 later this year. It will be made available for download on the Mid-Matrix web server at (http://www.mind-matrix.org).
Figure 1. This figure shows a typical Mind-Matrix knowledge map open in the Mind-Matrix Editor. It has several concepts represented by the green-bordered rectangles. It also expresses several propositions. Propositions are directed "concept-link-concept" structures. For example "All Living Organisms -> carry out -> Excretion" is a proposition in this map.
Figure 2. This figure shows the Mind-Matrix in student mode. The interface is simplified. In this screen capture the student is in the process of specifying the relationship between "stratified" and "sample." Upon clicking the "Ok" button underneath the cursor this link between the concepts will be labeled with "is a type of" to form the proposition "stratified is a type of sample."
Figure 3. This figure shows the Concept/Relationships dialogue box. A knowledge map author can type in a list of terms or can import from a plain text file. The list of terms shown is from a US history map task concerning events and forces leading up to the attack on Pearl Harbor.
Figure 4. This figure shows the list of concepts that are used in this map. Map authors can use this interface to add "hints" to concepts and control the availability of those hints. Each concept can have as many hints associated with it as desired. Hints can be text or any URL that a web browser can display. In addition, a hint can be a reference to an imbedded Mind-Matrix map.
Figure 5. This figure displays the Propositions property panel. From this interface, the author can define the proposition properties of weight, sign, elaboration prompt, and whether the proposition is required. In this example, the author has enabled the elaboration prompt for the proposition "Aggression in China -> example of -> Japanese Imperialism." The author has entered specific text that he wishes to be displayed to a student if and when she creates this proposition. The "Test" button has been clicked to preview the appearance of the prompt. The "Elaboration Input Box" window floating above the Proposition properties panel is what students will see.
Figure 6. This figure shows the "Stages" panel of the map property interface. This panel allows the author to set the "Next stage trigger." In this example, the author has checked two next-stage policies for stage 1: "Time expiration", and "User decision." The author has set a 10-minute limit on stage 1. The author has named this stage "1930's." Each stage can have a unique start and end message. In addition, an author can decide to display a student's score at the end of any stage.
the **Mind Matrix Process**

1. **Map Authoring**
   Using the Mind Matrix Author application available in the community website, an author creates an instructional map. The author then sends the map up to the Mind Matrix Website. Both the master map file (.gvf) and the map assignment file (.asn) are saved in the author's My-Matrix section of the website. From a web page the author can then create a page for students to download the mapping assignment (.asn file). At this point the map has become a "task."

2. **Taking a Mapping Task**
   Students and Community Members download the assignment file (.asn) and take the mapping task. When they are finished they save the map to the Website. Their data are collected and inserted into the Mind Matrix relational database which can then be mined to uncover weaknesses and strengths across groups of students.

3. **Reports**
   Using the data mining capabilities of the Mind Matrix Website, the Map Author can create customizable reports in order to view student performance data in a variety of ways.

   - **Statistics page**
     From this page you can view statistical data such as the mean and standard deviation on the accumulated results across all students.

   - **Proposition Reports page**
     This option allows you to view a group's results according to proposition.

   - **Maps Description**

   - **Reports main page**
     From the main page, you can select between 3 report options: a detailed statistical report, a report by propositions and an individualized student report.
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